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footballer who played as a left-back. A starter in Juventus career, he finished his career in 1996 with

Palermo. He also played for the Italy national football team, winning 6 major titles. Club career
Juventus Bassi was born in Alessandria. After starting his football career with Viareggio, he signed
with Juventus in 1977, at the age of 17, as he was already a regular in the youth selections of the
club. He was not called up to any team during the first two years, but after a season of injury he
made his debut in the first team on 13 December 1979, against Catanzaro. Although he usually

played as a left back, he occasionally moved to other position, such as defensive midfield, where he
appeared in the final of 1982–83 Coppa Italia, in a 3–2 win over Roma, and also as a central

defender. His career was interrupted by two spells in Serie B, first with Pro Sesto, and then at Genoa
and Varese, before returning to the first team in 1987–88, as the side won the European Cup. In

1989–90, he earned a first international cap for Italy, in a 1–0 win over Czechoslovakia in Düsseldorf.
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Now I want to replace this with. A: You can do this with a single sed call by using the and curly
brackets to capture the string and the \0 to remove the matched string: sed -i "s/\w*\]/{\"$(echo $a |

tr -d '[:alnum:][:punct:][:space:][:graph:][:cntrl:].' | tr '[:alnum:]' ' ')"$(echo $b | tr -d
'[:alnum:][:punct:][:space:][:graph:][:cntrl:].' | tr '[:alnum:]' ' ')"}/g" file Explanation: tr -d

'[:alnum:][:punct:][:space:][:graph:][:cntrl:].' maps each character to a single backslash followed by
that character: \r \a... tr '[:alnum:]' ' ' takes the first letter of each word in $a and $b, which is: " and
then replaces them with the literal . echo $a | tr -d '[:alnum:][:punct:][:space:][:graph:][:cntrl:].' | tr
'[:alnum:]' ' ' trims each line down to one line by removing any trailing line feed chars Put together,
this will update your file by replacing all of the instances of \]. Buka is an open source based product
for creating & managing various checklists in a Microsoft Office Product Suite such as Word, Excel,

Outlook etc, based on the same file formats e.g. Doc, Xls, Ppt, Pptx etc. Using the Buka method, you
can create a checklist with 0 or more questions in a Microsoft document. Buka is a good and flexible

checklist tool which can be incorporated with the most common user interfaces such as Outlook,
Word, Excel etc. If the user clicks on "open checklist" option, this checklists will open right in the

document space from where the user can see & work with the checklist. If you want to use Buka with
Word, just drag & drop a checklist or template from the toolbox on your Word document. The Buka

site
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